
         ALUMINUM COMPOSITE PANEL 
 

 
 

Why choose WILLSTRONG?  

 

Willstrong Creates a Superior Composite panel image 

Willstrong brings a superior metal panel image to any project. 

When you need to present an exceptionally flat, high-tech metal panel image, Willstrong 

allows you the ease of mind that you have chosen the proven leader. 

 

Willstrong focused sales team 
A single product focus allows our sales people to become specialists for the Willstrong brand. Our sales 
people have the technical proficiency and the resources to specify and detail your Willstrong solution. 

 

Choosing the right fabricator and system 
The Willstrong sales team offers professional assistance in choosing the right fabricator and system to meet 
your performance criteria and economical needs. This allows you the confidence that a metal panel system 
featuring Willstrong will perform. 

 

Colorful Coating for consistency and quality 
Color consistency and long-term performance are essential in the architectural arena. Willstrong provides 
quality control and multiple coating options, Willstrong offers a spectrum of standard and custom color 
solutions that can meet your every color desire. 

 

Experienced technical service team 
Our technical services department has over 7 years combined experience in providing assistance with 
details, systems support, building code compliance and fabrication techniques. Our technical service team 
separates us from the competition. 
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1. Terms: 

 Lead time: 24 days only after receiving advance 

 Usually standard panel, 4mm 5000sqm/40'container   3600sqm/20’container 

 Quality: conforms to ISO 9001:2000 GB/T17748-1999 

 Certificate: ISO 9001: 2000,  

USA standard---ASTM 

Russia certificate of excellent fire proof ACP. 

French Fire Resistance standard 

China National standard 

 Minimum order quantity:  above 600sqm  per color and size 

 

2. Payment 

Payment: 30% in advance by T/T, balance by irrevocable L/C.   

 

 
3. The specification of ACP (Aluminum Composite panel): 

 Standard Panel Length& Width& High: 1220*2440mm 

1250*3200mm.  Customized sizes are also acceptable 

Max width: 1550mm, Max length: 6000mm. 

 Print coating: PVDF or Polyester  

 Color: custom& special (see color chart) 

 Panel Total thickness Exterior 4mm, Interior 3mm 

 Aluminum thickness: Exterior 0.50mm, 0.21mm,   

 Panel total thickness: 3mm (interior, polyester or PVDF) 

or 4mm (exterior, polyester or PVDF), etc 
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                         CERTIFICATES 

               

             ISO9001:2000                        Russia certificate of excellent fire 
                                                    Resistance performance 

      
Usage certificate of fire and          WILLSTRONG ACP quality match up  
Eco-building materials LOGO    to application requirement of Olympics project 

 

       
Well-known Chinese brand name          Certificate of Top 10 quality of ACP 
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Products: WILLSTRONG ACP 
Application: Interior Wall, Ceiling 
Color: Marble, Gold Silver 
Specification: 3mm, 0.21mm,  
Coating: Polyester 
 
 

 
 

 
WILLSTRONG Factory 
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Our ACP use for following project  

 
St.Petersburg Government Building  
 

     
                   NISSAN (Europe shop)                       RENAULT 
 

 
                                      HYUNDRI 
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 (East Europe) 

 
(Moscow)   
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